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KTM is pushing two-stroke development along and with an all-new and cc motor the company is
showing its commitment to small bore riders all over the world. Even on the lightest of the
full-sized bikes they paid attention to this. T he more vertical placement and the raising of the
engine shafts as well as the shrinking of the circular items in the engine allowed a 4. There is
the casting in the engine where an electric starter could go and we know an XC version will
come in using this, but for the SX weight and simplicity was a priority and for that there is
kick-starting. Inside the cylinder has a new powervalve system where the side exhaust
sub-ports are opening at a different and quicker ratio albeit later in comparison to the main
powervalve flap. This helps keep the compression up as the RPMs rise. The pipe is specific to
the SX as well. The chassis is also all new and mirrors all of the current SX bikes in most ways.
The swingarm and linkage also lighter have a new shape and internal profile and different ratio
acting on the shock. The top triple clamp now has rubber dampers at the bar mounts. Just how
much power can a cc two-stroke make? Actually more than most people think. The trick is
making that power spread out over a longer usable RPM range and that is what the KTM
two-strokes have always been good at. Well, peak power is also class leading and very far up in
the revs. For the new engine KTM wanted to give the bike more punch and hit off the bottom,
and they did just a little bit but not at the expense of losing any top end power where this bike
need to run if it is to be fast and competitive with a F. Where the SX saw the biggest
improvement was on top and in how far it revved. Previous s would never really scream like the
did, they tended to sign-off just a little earlier. This one does not. It has just a little more torque
on the bottom compared to the but where the really shines is in the mid-range in comparison.
Those extra CCs let the engine pull better from lower RPMs than a so the shifting is not as
critical and a rider can get a little more pull from each gear. Before shifting was similar in
quantity to a but by adding the additional pull on top most riders will shift the less, especially
lighter riders. The starts easily and is jetted pretty spot on for average elevations and normal
temperatures. We were able to get a little sharper throttle response with a leaner needle clip
position when we rode at ft. The bike is not that sensitive but a rider who can feel small changes
will notice crisper jetting. Additionally the powervalve is adjustable and very effective at getting
every ounce of power out of the bike. We understand they set each one on the dyno at the
factory for peak power but have also noticed that some bikes run better than others too. A quick
half-turn in either direction of the adjuster followed by a run through the gears will usually tell
you if the valve is set properly. We noticed that the pick-up when you land under a load can
really be improved with fine-tuning of the valve as well as how far the bike will rev. It could also
be used to tame the power delivery for novice riders or low traction situations. The transmission
spacing has not changed in ratios from previous bikes and the six-speeds are well spaced and
stock gearing is just about right for most tracks and riders. Heavier riders will like going to a 49
or 50 tooth rear sprocket for some added pull. The hydraulic clutch is great and pull and action
are smooth and consistent, even with all the abuse it takes. The durability is very good as well,
pretty standard for KTM clutches. If there was an area the KTMs have been getting a little beat
up on it is in the suspension department--less than in previous years, but still. It has a lot to do
with the perception of WP more than the actual performance, but there have been some issues
as well. The 4CS fork is definitely different in feeling than most other upside-down forks and
with most manufacturers having switched to an air-spring front fork, the KTM stands out even
more. The downside to the 4CS has been a initial or mid-stroke stiction and the inability for
riders to figure out the adjustments. KTM worked hard on the stiction issue it was actually a
valving issue to get the fork moving easier and staying more fluid in stroke. But it can be tuned
out, or at least minimised with clicker settings. Therefore the seem to adjust the active ride
height as much as they do the compression or rebound feeling. So a lot of the times stiffer, or
getting the fork to ride higher in the stroke will make it softer and more compliant. And the
clickers really do work, you just have to learn which ones to turn and for what. We were actually
a bit stiffer with our lighter and fast rider on both compression and rebound on the fork but we
backed that up by sliding the fork up in the triple clamp a little. Out back the shock and its
adjustment is quite standard and the feeling was praised as soon as we got the fork feeling
more compliant. Heavier riders were not so picky about the front until we got to a whoopy sand
track and stiffer everywhere was the call. We liked the rear between mm of sag and then used
the high-speed in the shock to tune around the stability feeling. The rear takes a while to get
harsh and if anything most riders were just trying to get it to ride higher in the stroke, especially
our bigger riders who were in reality too heavy for the stock rear shock spring. KTM says the
spring is chosen for riders in the weight range but we were easily getting away with lb. Riders
on the bike. The SX is hitting the scale at under lb. Without gas. It was Combined with very little
rotational mass spinning around inside the motor, handling is insanely critical. KTM did a really
good job and it shows how potent this chassis really is. Considering that basically the same

chassis is doing work on cc four-strokes, one would expect it to be too stiff and rigid. It is very
planted for such a light bike provided your suspension is set proper. Our experience was when
the bike felt compliant it stuck to the ground. For sure the bike was sensitive to ride height and
balance front to rear, a lot of this could have been from the wide range of rider weights we
tested with, especially the lighter riders needing the front end to set in turns while still having
enough sag to keep the stability on the faster straights. We were able to get every rider happy
but it, like tuning the power with the powervalve, took a rider who could communicate a little bit
of feedback on how the bike felt after changes. This bike is very adjustable, like all the KTMs.
Surily helping the feel of the chassis is the rubber mounted handlebar clamp this takes some of
the spike out of the bump hits but the new frame seems to have reduced even further the
transmission of bump impacts to the rider. The flex definitely has been modified to absorb
where it needs to and stay stiff when it has to. Being thinner through the tank and seat as well
as flatter makes moving around seamless and where the rider connects to the bike the
integration is perfect. The overall cockpit has definitely shrunk just a bit from previous KTMs
that were exceptionally roomy but it is still never cramped for riders up to 6 feet tall. The
footpegs have excellent grip and there are spots to dig in knees and ankles without hangups.
The bike is narrow at the back too with no bulges. Working on the bike is simple with routine
maintenance basically requiring air filter and transmission fluid changes only. The top end
should last an easy hours for hard riders and for novice riders who are less hard on it. At least
this has been our experience with some KTM and s we have owned in the past and we see no
corner cutting in durability with the new engine. It did not feel like it ever lost any power and
inspection through the exhaust port had the top end looking perfect when we returned it. The
only real competition for this bike is from kitted Yamaha YZs and from smaller manufacturers
like TM. The peak power of the SX is very close if not a bit more than most Fs, but the power
length and spread is not as long. That takes more shifts and a rider that is making less mistakes
to maximize the small power advantage and lighter weight of the two-stroke. But a rider racing
and learning on a cc two-stroke, especially coming off two-stroke mini bikes will be a better
rider when four-stroke time comes. As much as KTM went after a more aggressive power
delivery it still does not have the bottom to mid-range snap of the Yamaha YZ The KTM for sure
makes more power everywhere than a but the delivery sometimes masks this. The Yamaha
chassis feels smaller and a bit more nimble but definitely not as light as the KTM is now. And
the one word we omitted from the entire test was "fun". That is because it is overplayed and
used as an excuse for buying a small bore two-stroke MX bike. This bike really makes no
excuses and it is one of the most fun bikes you can buy. There is nothing like the feeling of
holding a bike wide open and being able to control it. That will happen a lot more on a bike like
this KTM than any other. It's slightly boosted power when compared to cc bikes even adds more
smiles as well. The simple answer answer is that this is the best cc motocross bike that you can
buy. Introduction All-new for KTM is committed to two-strokes. Changes Everything is changed.
This is a Factory Edition two-stroke race bike. Power A little more bottom snap but way better
overrev in the cc. Excellent clutch action. Very responsive to powervalve and jetting tweaks.
Suspension Much improved front forks. Very adjustable, but different in results. Chassis Handling Light feeling like no other bike. Great turning precision. Very roomy chassis.
Conclusion A cc bike that is already modified for you. High-quality KTM parts and durability.
Can compete with four-strokes but at a disadvantage of shifting. Products also tested on this
bike. Recent Product Tests. What Others Said. MXA has a great test of this bike and we think it
is worth a read. You might learn more from the ad that runs in front of this Transworld video
Picture credits - KTM. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's
rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options
Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive
property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without
notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy.
Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures The engine of the SX is
well-known as the most powerful and most competitive engine of the class. However, it is time
to give a new push to the segment and set a clear statement that two-stroke technology is going
to have a successful future due to its outstanding power-to-weight ratio, low cost and
simplicity. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Bore x stroke :. Contactless,
controlled, fully electronic ignition system with digital ignition timing adjustment, type Kokusan.
Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the
nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers.
Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Parts and accessories available
from Revzilla Motocross. Ships to the US. List related bikes for comparison of specs.
Motorcycle web shop overview Bikez has reestablished Bikez. Here we present the major online

shopping possibilities for motorcycle parts, gear and accessories. This includes customizing
and insurance. Search and compare products and prices. Information about any technical issue
is always welcome. Rating sample for this KTM bike. You can also compare bikes. Click photos
to enlarge. Our big, clean bike pics make great desktop wallpaper. The engine of the SX is
well-known as the most powerful and most competitive engine of the class. However, it is time
to give a new push to the segment and set a clear statement that two-stroke technology is going
to have a successful future due to its outstanding power-to-weight ratio, low cost and
simplicity. Together with a new two-component cylinder head, a massive performance increase
over the entire range has been achieved. Even though it is 0. Die-cast engine cases For the
latest 2-Stroke engine generation the KTM engineers designed all new die-cast engine cases
featuring a 27 mm higher clutch shaft and 37 mm higher crankshaft position, which results in
better mass centralization for improved rideability. In addition, the engine itself is much more
compact and this contributes massively to the weight reduction of 1. Piston For the latest
2-Stroke engine generation the KTM engineers designed all new die-cast engine cases featuring
a 27 mm higher clutch shaft and 37 mm higher crankshaft position, which results in better mass
centralization for improved rideability. Transmission A new 6-speed transmission provides the
same gear ratios as the previous model, but due to the latest production technologies the width
could be reduced by 6 mm and the weight reduced by g. Exhaust For the new model our
engineers developed a new, specifically tuned exhaust pipe in order to get the maximum power
output of the engine. New crankshaft For the new model the crankshaft provides the same
stroke of Clutch The new engine features a new hydraulic clutch mechanism made by Brembo
instead of Magura. It ensures an easy clutch action and well-defined modulation. Engine The
engine of the SX has been known to be the most powerful and most competitive engine of the
class. But it was time to give a new push to the segment and set a clear statement, that 2-Stroke
technology is going to have a successful future due to its outstanding power-to-weight ratio,
low cost and simplicity. The newly developed cc engine for features a completely new
architecture with the latest know-how and state-of-the-art technology. The result is an engine
that produces better power all over the rev range, is 4. Massive weight reduction Airbox The
new airbox design offers maximum protection of the air filter against soiling, while ensuring
maximum airflow in conjunction with lighter intake snorkel that is made of a new material to
reduce the deformation due to air intake pulse for improved performance. The new Twin Air
filter is easier and safer to mount and can be changed without tools in seconds â€” a standard
and original KTM feature. Battery and wiring harness As in the past, all new SX-F engines are
fitted with the proven electric starter â€” a unique KTM feature and a major benefit at all levels
of motocross racing. For MY the SX-F range fits a super compact and lightweight g lithium-ion
starter battery into a standard motocross bike, providing safe starting of the engine and
reducing the weight by 1 kg over MY ! Seat Ergonomically perfect, the new seat has a higher
foam volume, which offers great comfort and durability, while weighing the same as the
previous model. This increased flexibility results in better absorption of the energy created from
the front and rear wheel loads supporting the suspension for more comfort and less rider
fatigue. Handlebar The new generation SX models are equipped with a new tapered handlebar
made of high-strength aluminum by NEKEN, which is fixed in a new rubber damped handlebar
clamp allowing the handlebar to be mounted in two different positions. In addition the new
footpegs are larger, more stable, lighter than on previous models and offer more grip. Swingarm
As on the predecessor models, the new SX generation features a reworked cast aluminum
swingarm. The updated design offers reduced weight and an optimized flex behavior supporting
the frame and suspension created with a single-component casting process. The weight
reduction is grams. The goal was to achieve complete harmony between rider and bike down to
the finest details. The results are all-new plastics that provide perfect ergonomics and contact
points for the rider, maximum freedom of movement, a lower seat height of between 10 to 20
mm rear end and better comfort, especially in the rear part of the seat. Fuel tank All models of
the SX range have new lightweight polythene tanks with a capacity of 1. A filler cap with an
inside thread makes for an easy and reliable closure. Graphics New modern in-mold graphics
highlight the sporty character of the SX range of cutting-edge motocross bikes. Cooling system
The proven integrated KTM cooling system routes the coolant from the cylinder head through
the frame triangle, directly to newly developed aluminum radiators made by WP, which have a
new filler cap system and are made of a stiffer alloy. State-of-the-art suspension Monoshock
The new generation of monoshock made by WP Suspension has been developed for the new SX
models in conjunction with the new frame and swingarm architecture that includes a reworked
linkage system and new WP forks. The linkage system has a revised geometry and longer pull
rods, which was tested last season in the KTM factory bikes. Ensuring precise handling, they
provide proper clamping force for correct flex characteristics, thus improving the action of the

forks. For the upper triple clamp features a newly developed rubber damping system for the
handlebar clamp in order to reduce the vibration levels felt through the handlebar. The clamps
retain their forward and back adjustability for rider preference. Weight reduction The main target
for the KTM engineers when developing the new SX generation was a massive weight reduction
in conjunction with improved handling. The resulting loss of 6. Unrivalled handling Wheels The
SX is fitted with lightweight, CNC-machined hubs, high-end Excel rim
coolster 125cc atv wiring diagram
2004 infiniti i35 engine
89021184 power steering fluid
s and new, weight reduced spokes with lightweight aluminum nipples providing maximum
stability at minimum weight. They guarantee perfect traction and outstanding performance.
Weight reduction is 63g on the front disc, and 32 g for the rear. This is the ultimate solution in
braking technology. Bikes may be shown with optional accessories. Final sale price determined
by an authorized dealer. Specifications and MSRP are subject to change. You must be logged in
to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Be the first to
comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.

